
The extent of sea ice has changed drastically in the last few decades and its impact on sea level in 
the Arctic is still to be understood. Buoyant Light envisions a network across Arctic settlements that will 
serve local communities while also collecting data for global research on key environmental issues.



Seasonal cycles of freeze-thaw ice and sea level are increasingly less predictable in the 
Arctic. Buoyant Light frames light as a constant within the rapidly changing Arctic climate, 
where the solar path acts as a datum to track changes in other seasonal cycles. 



Buoyant Light collects environmental data which is fundamental to the study of the effects of global warming and 
to the ability of the Inuit to survive. The balloons makes this data accessible to the community, providing real 
time updates on traditional hunting and travelling routes.



Solar balloons are paired with buoys, used by researchers to gather data on sea level 
change, currents, temperature, salinity, sedimentation and ice profile. Information regarding 
sea ice profile--colour coded according to an international standard--is transmitted to the 
balloon via fiber optics and communicated through the corresponding colour.



Buoyant Light combines various existing technologies: research buoys, 
lighting balloons and photovoltaics. Information collected by sonar devices 
in the buoy is conveyed via a fiber optic cable to the LEDs in the balloon, 
programmed according the International Ice Development Colour Code.

FresneL Lenses maximise the amount oF Light emitted. the Lenses 
reFract the Light and direct it Forwards thus aLLowing the 
BaLLoon to Be visiBLe over much Longer distances

FresneL Lenses in the BaLLoon skin Focus the sun’s rays on 
high-eFFiciency photovoLtaic ceLLs. the Lenses act as soLar 
coLLectors that concentrate Light By reFraction using canted 
Facets that require Less materiaL than reguLar Lenses.



The visual impact of the balloon is diminished in 
the spring. During this season, the equipment is 
available for maintenance after the long winter. 



Balloons along traditional hunting trails act as way finding devices and mark the location of the 
town for approaching travelers and vessels. Once distributed throughout Arctic waters, they 
act as a soft network connecting remote communities, while also providing widespread data 
collection points for international researchers



Lowered in the winter to protect them from higher winds and more frequent storms, the balloons cast 
light onto the ice, forming a space for meetings, celebrations or performances.



The balloons on land delineate gathering spaces around key building in town. A few clusters measure the 
change in permafrost detrimental to the structural stability of buildings. Over time, smaller solar balloons could 
be used to provide a new sustainable lighting solution for Arctic communities, improving energy consumption 
costs and the safety of inhabitants and reducing the use of diesel. 


